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ABSTRACT:
Far ago, human based resistive mechanisms towards flood control open up multitude problems like dynamic reactions of prior alert about the risky situations and stage of current water level. The growth of Internet of Things (IOT) paved the significant attention in all fields. The objective we propose in this paper is the application system with integration of Internet of Things to ensure the safety to the public about the prior alerting of flood occurrence due to the increase in the water level in dams/reservoirs. To achieve the objective cloud database technique is maintained which encapsulate the periodic monitoring water level data and vicinity information. The sensor data is collected periodically that are uploaded to the cloud database where the automatic comparison analytics about the increase in water level is noted. Thus, the prior stages of rise in water level are automatically alerted to the public respectively. Finally, it was observed that the level of accuracy is grown by this technique in comparison with ordinary method of monitoring and alerting system.
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1. INTRODUCTION:
In India nearly 4000 major/medium dams are constructed and many more are in a pipeline. Normally, the range of dam storage capacity of 185 billion cubic meters of water with a surface area of 5,580km (93.4TMCft). During rainfall, for every 9.6mm the rise of water level increases by 0.3ft. In the recent analysis by the BC dam safety annual report, from the year 2011-2016 number of dam incidents, dam alerts and dam failures are decreased respectively. With the growing interest in Internet of Things has become a right choice for the pre-alert system for monitoring the rise in the water level in dams. The risk rate of sudden flood occurrence opened up a way for the way the need of the real-time dam water level monitoring and prior alerting system which ensures the public safety. The main purpose of the system carries out an advantage of transfer of information both of the cloud and public smartphone using local Wi-Fi.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW:
The recent works on the Internet of Things and Cloud Computing ensures fast data transmission speed and cloud data integration platform, to achieve the real-time monitoring [2]. The applications of wireless sensor network and IoT to monitoring water level ensures remotely observation[5]. The IoT based analysis ensures accuracy and response time [1]. Flood due to rise in water level is noted as dangerous action which incorporates the integration of IoT platform for the flood monitoring and pre-alerting system. Waterlevel change estimation using WNN ensures the valid testing analysis [6]. For waterlevel change forecasting gives the availability of water level data and current outflow data using neural network system. The common approaches for the alerting and controlling techniques for flood occurrence in dam leads to the increase risk factor.
[4] Researches on IoT based flood monitoring and controlling investigated the accuracy and feasible nature of the acquired data.

3. METHODOLOGY:

HARDWARE DESIGN:

The Internet Of Things (IOT) has become superfluous technology that could replace humans based strains who were in charge of monitoring and maintaining supplies. The Hardware of the proposed system consists of Node mcu microcontroller development board, Ultrasonic Sensors, to collect & transfer data to cloud. This system is using Wi-Fi module (Esp8266) to send the sensor data to the cloud. All the sensors are connected with Wi-Fi module. So here the Mobile data or Wi-Fi is the access point for the internet. And after all, this data sends to the cloud (Thing Speak).

3.2 SOFTWARE DESIGN:

Then the data is compared with initial threshold level. If it reaches threshold value, the primary message alert is given to the public through GSM and also displays the flow rate, time taken to get overflowed in LCD. Consecutively, the system gives further alert when the possibility of danger increases. The details of the people is stored in cloud database and which is accessed during the crisis. The schematic block diagram of the system clearly explains the working operation of the system. This alerting system ensures the public safety with high level of reduction in life loss and damage to the large properties.
4. RESULTS:

The results obtained in the above discussed objective encapsulates both monitoring water level for each stage of level increase in dam/reservoirs and pre-alert caution for the stage wise water level increase to the public. The finding of this study has produced the level of accuracy and feasibility nature of IoT based reservoir water level. The massive water level increase is noted and warned public by using the growing technology to protect the livelihood of people in that habitat. Further study about the system gives the outflow of dam water to the yields.

5. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION:

By the growth of IoT platform in various fields encourages the reduction of human life loss and damages to the properties caused by both natural and human-made disasters. The key advantage of IoT paved the way for dynamic safety with high level accuracy in performance and feasible nature data analytics. Adoption of new technology conveys the proper condition about the mishap. The response of the system is fast for the change in input. Thus, the study provides an IoT based monitoring and alerting of dam water level by using various past research contributions and issues remedy mechanisms which enables the smart warning technique for public safety.
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